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Item Text

Option Text 1

Option Text 2

Option Text 3

Option Text 4

Compromising a user’s session for
exploiting the user’s data and do malicious
activities or misuse user’s credentials is
called ___________
Who was the first individual who
performed a major hacking in the year
1971?
_____ is a powerful encryption tool
released by Philip Zimmerman in the year
1991.
Hackers who help in finding bugs and
vulnerabilities in a system & don’t intend
to crack a system are termed as ________
Which is the legal form of hacking based
on which jobs are provided in IT industries
and firms?
They are nefarious hackers, and their main
motive is to gain financial profit by doing
cyber crimes. Who are “they” referred to
here?
________ are the combination of both
white as well as black hat hackers.

Session Hijacking

Session
Fixation

Cookie stuffing

Session Spying

Steve Wozniak

Steve Jobs

Kevin Mitnick

John Draper

PGP (Protected
Good Privacy)

AES (Advanced Encryption
Standard)

PGP (Pretty Good
Privacy)

Black Hat hackers

White Hat
Hackers

Grey Hat
Hackers

Red Hat Hackers

Cracking

Non ethical
Hacking

Ethical hacking

Hactivism

Gray Hat Hackers

White Hat
Hackers

Hactivists

Black Hat
Hackers

Grey Hat hackers

Green Hat
hackers

Blue Hat
Hackers

Red Hat Hackers

The amateur or newbie in the field of
hacking who don’t have many skills about
coding and in-depth working of security
and hacking tools are called ________
Criminal minded individuals who work for
terrorist organizations and steal
information of nations and other secret
intelligence are _________

Sponsored Hackers

Hactivists

Script Kiddies

Whistle Blowers

State sponsored
hackers

Blue Hat
Hackers

Cyber
Terrorists

Red Hat Hackers

DES (Data
Encryption
Standard)
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_________ are those individuals who
maintain and handles IT security in any
firm or organization.
__________ security consultants uses
database security monitoring & scanning
tools to maintain security to different data
residing in the database / servers / cloud.
Governments hired some highly skilled
hackers. These types of hackers are
termed as _______
The full form of Malware is ________

IT Security
Engineer

Cyber
Security
Interns
Network

Software
Security
Specialist
System

Security Auditor

Special Hackers

Government
Hackers

Malfunctioned
Software

Multipurpose
Software

Cyber
Intelligence
Agents
Malicious
Software

Nation / State
sponsored
hackers
Malfunctioning
of Security

___________ is a weakness that can be
exploited by attackers.

System with Virus

System with
vulnerabilities

System with a
strong password

_________ is the sum of all the possible
points in software or system where
unauthorized users can enter as well as
extract data from the system.
____________ is the cyclic practice for
identifying & classifying and then solving
the vulnerabilities in a system.

Attack vector

System
without
firewall
Attack
surface

Attack point

Attack arena

Bug protection

Bug bounty

Vulnerability
measurement

Vulnerability
management

_____________ is a special type of
vulnerability that doesn’t possess risk.

Vulnerabilities
without risk

Vulnerabilities
without action

Vulnerabilities no
one knows

A/An __________ is a piece of software or
a segment of command that usually take
advantage of a bug to cause unintended
actions and behaviors.
A _________ is a software bug that
attackers can take advantage to gain
unauthorized access in a system.

Malware

Vulnerabilities
without
attacker
Trojan

Worms

Exploit

Bugged
system

Security bug

System virus

Database

System error

Hardware
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Security bugs are also known as _______

security defect

security
problems

system defect

ISMS is abbreviated as __________

Information Server
Management
System

Information Security
Management Software

software error
Internet Server
Management
System

Information
Security
Management
System

